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I'm Dr. Etienne Callebout, a known alternative cancer specialist in the United Kingdom.
Trained as a medical doctor, I have also achieved qualification in acupuncture, homeopathy,
naturopathy, cranio-sacral therapy and other natural approaches in order to offer my
patients the most well-rounded and best care possible during their healing process. I use
naturopathic medicine to compliment orthodox treatment and I am always seeking new and
effective herbal solutions. I have found the natural supplement CLE Naavudi that helps to
minimize symptoms of diabetes, and CLE Alistrol, which reduces high blood pressure to be
highly effective with a 92% efficacy. In addition, CLE Mood Effex has been extremely effective
in the treatment of depression and anxiety. With respect to CLE Trace Mineral Drops, they
contain a wide variety of micronutrients including minerals, trace minerals, trace elements
and more than 30 organic acids and extracted from a rare source of prehistoric composted
plant matter.
Trace Minerals exist in a much smaller size than conventional trace mineral supplements
allowing their molecules to pass through cell membranes and carry nutrients inside the cell
far more effectively. Synthetic or manmade minerals are poorly absorbed on a cellular level.
CLE Holistic Health liquid trace mineral complex has provided superior health benefits for a
myriad of health conditions and diseases. As CLE owns the shale/mine that produces these
exclusive minerals, the efficacy is at its highest level. Simply stated, CLE Holistic Health work.
Since discovering these supplements, my patients and I have been experiencing excellent
results. CLE Holistic Health professional grade nutritional supplements have been extensively
researched and are evidence based and clinically proven to work. If you are suffering from
any of these health conditions or another, or if you simply want to reduce the risk of getting
these diseases, you must try these products. I truly believe CLE Holistic Health products are
some of the best herbal remedies offered in the world today.

Sincerely,
Etienne Callebout M.D.

